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The Wrigglers are Amateur Gardeners. This is our 
guide to pruning' mostly picked up by talking to 
other gardeners' and reading around the subject
of pruning ...

Sometimes the hard way' we,ve learnt that timing 
is key to pruning. For instance' please don,t prune a 
Cistus into hard wood as you approach winter' it can 
kill it (well' it killed mine). What a berk I was!

As you know' November to February are dormant 
months in the garden. Time to busy ourselves' these 
months are a perfect time for weeding' tidying up' 
and pruning. You can start to prune in November on 
plants like wisteria' climbing roses and some shrubs.

Click to link to: the ,how to, video 

Pruning The dormant The dormant 
months ...months ...
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Our pruning listOur pruning list
1. Prevent wind rock. Cut back roses' 
flowering shrubs and fruit bushes 

 2. Prune climbers like honeysuckle' 
wisterias and virginia creeper. Cutting back 
the vigorous and whippy sideshoots

3. Prune autumn fruiting raspberries and 
blackberries' as the last fruit has been 
picked. Tie -in new shoots (preventing wind 
rock and whippy damage from the growth)

4. Deciduous trees and shrubs - check for 
any crowded stems or crossing branches' 
thinning out the centre of the plants

You don,t need telling it,s getting colder now and the 
days are shorter.

Plants know this too. They,re pretty clever. During 
our autumn they toughen themselves up to survive 
the onslaught of winter. We can help them a bit' 
pruning them to prevent wind rock.

Wind rockWind rock
Autumn Pruning
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What ,NOT,What ,NOT,
to prune nowto prune now
1. Don,t prune tender border and wall 
shrubs. They,ll produce new growth that is 
soft and vulnerable to frost

 2. Leave most border perennials and 
ornamental grasses uncut. Their top 
growth protects the plant,s crown from 
frost damage

As we have learnt the hard way' pruning is 
all about timing. We made a list of what not to 
prune' as well as a list on what to prune.

While a wisteria tolerates harsh pruning' poor 
pruning can greatly reduce its flowering potential.

Think before Think before 
you snipyou snip

Autumn Pruning

Clematis has three pruning groups. It,s important to 

know which group you,re pruning ... 
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Pretty easy to tell' Rambling roses flower once a 
year' around June ... a climber will repeat-flower ...

It,s that timing message again ... Prune climbing roses in the 
autumn. Prune rambling roses after flowering in the summer

Q: Is it a climbing Q: Is it a climbing 
rose or a rambler?rose or a rambler?

NeatNeat
& tidy& tidy

Autumn Pruning

Tidy up your roses 
and shrubs.

It goes without 
saying you need 
to snip off the old 
blooms' together with 
all the diseased leafs. 

Burn them. Don,t 
compost them.

In winter' bare stems make the job of shaping 
shrubs and spotting diseased growth much easier.



Tie-in or shorten the long whippy shoots on your 
climbing roses' to prevent strong winds from 
damaging the plants ...

Spending an hour 
now (this winter) will 
provide a spectacular 
flush of flowers next 
spring ... 

Once its leaves fell 
I gave our Wisteria 
its second prune of 
the year. Cutting 
back the whippy 
stems 5mm above 
the buds' two buds 
from their base ...

Prune long whippy shoots 

to prevent strong winds 

from damaging the plants 

Pruning long Pruning long 
whippy stemswhippy stems

The Whippy WisteriaThe Whippy WisteriaAutumn Pruning
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